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t has been a couple of months since the shocking 51st Super Bowl saw the Atlanta Falcons fall to the New England Patriots in an amazing second half comeback. New England was completely outplayed by the Falcons in the first half as Atlanta's defensive line harassed Tom Brady and their running game appeared unstoppable. As the score progressed to 28-3 by halftime, many of the New England faithful transitioned from toasting a victory to hoping to minimize the embarrassment of such a lopsided loss. Clearly, Atlanta looked like the better team on both sides of the ball in the first half; they had outplayed New England in every facet of the game. Then came halftime, with many of the Atlanta fans starting the victory celebrations prematurely and Patriot fans crying into their beer.
What happened next was magical; not many thought New England had a chance as the second half began. What transpired in those locker rooms at half time is one of those mystifying aspects of sports competition. What was in the halftime fluids that New England drank? Atlanta didn't just mail it in and figure it was over. In fact, they played hard. How could New England turn the tables on the Atlanta defense so dramatically? Yes, there were some super plays by phenomenal wide receivers, but those plays alone can't explain New England's amazing comeback. It took an adaptable and flexible New England coaching staff to completely change the game plan and bring the Patriots back from defeat. That system is the brilliance of head coach Bill Belichick, and this was one of his finest hours. You'd think that putting together an adaptable game plan would be routine, yet many teams are led by coaching staffs who can't do it. It appears to be one of the most important and difficult-to-reproduce attributes of Coach Belichick that is key to his success. Understandably, his offense is geared to take what the defense is willing to give. Yes, he has an excellent quarterback in Tom Brady who excels in reading defenses and changes plays at the line of scrimmage, but the coaching brilliance is coming up with offensive schemes that will allow such flexibility, leading to favorable coverage matchups. Besides the right plays, the right personnel for these offensive schemes are the key for these matchups. This is another interesting feature of Coach Belichick. Nobody else makes as many stars out of discarded, malcontent, undrafted players as he does. Case in point: New England loses its phenomenal tight end, Rob Gronkowski, who arguably is the most potent component in their passing game after Brady himself, to injury. Who else could find a former college lacrosse player to fill in those tight end shoes? You just can't make up stories better than that! So, now that the NFL football season has ended and we've moved on, what lessons can we take from that great Super Bowl? After all, the struggles of sports participation are supposed to mirror those in life itself. To me, it looks like flexibility and adaptability are the key to many aspects of sports and in life. Many aspects of our own lives are dynamic and unpredictable just like that first half was for New England. Take past year's Presidential race; who saw that coming? Or the constantly changing practice of medicine? Remaining flexible in our approach to life's challenges and adaptable to those features of life that are out of our control seems to be the key to not just surviving but succeeding, especially as we age. Sure, there are plenty of times that I'd like to turn back the hands of time: a world free from terrorism, airports without multiple layers of security, Wednesday afternoon golf for physicians. Unfortunately, those days are probably gone for good. From my standpoint, we have 2 choices when faced with life's unexpected challenges: fight the system with the stubborn, inflexible attitude and risk losing or, when appropriate, take the Patriots' approach and use your timeouts to figure out how to adjust and beat the adversary or unwanted dilemma. Nobody that I know is really good at predicting the future, but those stellar individuals who remain flexible and don't get bent out of shape seem to come out on top.
-Edward M. Wojtys, MD
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